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ABSTRACT 

Text min ing refers commonly to the method of ext racting interesting in formation and knowledge from unstructured text. Text  

Mining has become an important research area to extract useful and interesting information from this large amount of textual data. 

Text min ing is the way of discovering knowledge from prev iously unknown text data, by automat ically extracting information from 

different resources.  In this art icle, we discuss text min ing techniques like Data Min ing, In formation Retrieval, Information 

extraction, natural language processing, summarizat ion, categorizat ion, topic discovery, clustering, and concept linkage and 

information visualization. In addition, we discussed the applications of text mining. 
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I.INTRODUCTION  

 

Text min ing can be also defined —  similar to  data mining —  

as the application of algorithms and methods from the field’s  

mach ine learning and statistics to texts with the goal of 

finding useful patterns. For this purpose it is necessary to pre-

process the texts accordingly. Many authors use information 

extraction methods, natural language processing or some 

simple preprocessing steps in order to extract  data from texts. 

To the ext racted data then data mining algorithms can be 

applied [1] [2]. Text min ing, sometimes alternately referred 

to as text data mining, roughly equivalent to text analytics, 

refers to the process of deriving high-quality information 

from text. High-quality information is typically derived 

through the divining of patterns and trends through means 

such as statistical pattern learning. Text  mining usually 

involves the process of structuring the input text (usually 

parsing, along with the addition o f some derived linguistic 

features and the removal of others, and subsequent insertion 

into a database), deriving patterns within the structured data, 

and finally evaluation and interpretation of the output. 'High 

quality' in text min ing usually refers to some combination of 

relevance, novelty, and interestingness. Regarded by many as 

the next wave of knowledge discovery, text  mining has very 

high commercial values. 

 

II. TEXT MINING TECHNIQUES 

Text Min ing (TM) refers some informational content 

included in any of the items such as: newspaper; articles; 

books; reports; stories; manuals; blogs; email, and articles in 

the www. The quantum of text of the present day is pretty 

vast with ever-growing incremental power [3]. The prime 

aim of the text min ing is to identify the useful information 

without duplication from various documents with 

synonymous understanding. TM is an empirical tool that has 

a capacity of identify ing new in formation that is not apparent 

from a document collection. Figure 1 depicts the TM process 

that uses Information retrieval and Natural Language 

Processing to mine large dataset and infer the knowledge 

available in the dataset. The Process of TM includes 

searching, extracting, categorization where the themes are 

readable and the meaning is obvious. Typically text mining 

tasks include text categorization, text clustering, Information 

extraction, informat ion retrieval, sentiment analysis, 

document summarization, and entity relat ion modeling. TM, 

also known as Knowledge Text  Analysis, Text Data Mining 

or Knowledge-Discovery in Text (KDT) refers generally to 

the process of ext racting information and knowledge from 

unstructured text[3][4][5]. 
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Figure 1 Text Mining process 

 

TM starts with a collection of documents; which would 

retrieve a part icular document and preprocess it by checking 

format and character sets. Then it would go through a text 

analysis phase, sometimes repeating techniques until 

informat ion is ext racted. Three text  analysis techniques are 

shown in the example, but many other combinations of 

techniques could be used depending on the goals of the 

organization. The resulting information can be placed in a 

management informat ion system, yielding an  abundant 

amount of knowledge for the user of that system. The 

following figure exp lores the detail processing methods in 

Text Mining. 

 

a) Data Mining: 

DM is the process of identify ing patterns in large sets of data. 

The aim is to uncover previously unknown, useful 

knowledge. When used in text mining, DM is applied to the 

facts generated by the information  extract ion phase. We put 

the results of our DM process into another database that can 

be queried by the end-user via a suitable graphical interface. 

The data generated by such queries can also be represented 

visually. 

Data min ing can be loosely described as looking for patterns 

in data. It can be more fully characterized as the extraction of 

hidden, previously unknown, and useful in formation from 

data. Data min ing tools can predict behaviors and future 

trends, allowing businesses to make positive, knowledge 

based decisions. Data mining tools can answer business 

questions that have traditionally been too time cons uming to 

resolve. They search databases for hidden and unknown 

patterns, find ing critical information that experts may miss 

because it lies outside their expectations. The overall goal of 

the data mining process is to extract informat ion from a data 

set and transform it  into an understandable structure for 

further use [7]. 

 

b) Information Retrieval:  

IR systems finding the documents in a collection which 

match a user’s query.[8] The most well known IR systems 

are search engines such as Google, which identify those 

documents on the World Wide Web that are relevant to a set 

of given words. In order to achieve this goal statistical 

measures and methods are used for the automatic processing 

of text data and comparison to the given question. 

Information ret rieval in the broader sense deals with the 

entire range of information processing, from data retrieval to 

knowledge retrieval [9]. Although, informat ion retrieval is a 

relatively old  research area where first attempts for automat ic 

indexing where made in 1975 [10], it gained increased 

attention with the rise of the World Wide Web and the need 

for sophisticated search engines. IR systems are often used in 

lib raries, where the documents are typically not the books 

themselves but digital records containing information about 

the books. IR systems allow us to narrow down the set of 

documents that are relevant to a part icular problem. As text 

mining involves applying very computationally-intensive 

algorithms to large document collect ions, IR can speed up the 

analysis considerably by reducing the number of documents 

for analysis. For example, if we are interested in  mining 

informat ion only about protein interactions, we might restrict 

our analysis to documents that contain the name of a protein, 

or some form of the verb ‘to interact’ or one of its synonyms.  
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Boolean Model: A document is represented by a set of key 

terms: chosen from a fixed set of key terms, or, possibly 

automatically, from the documents themselves. 

 

Vector Model: In a Vector-model IR system containing n 

key terms, an  n dimensional space is defined such that each 

axis is associated with a different key term. 

 

Probabilistic Model: The basis for the probabilistic model is 

the probability ranking principle best possible ret rieval 

results are achieved when documents are shown in the order 

of their probable relevance to the Query. 

 

Connectionist Model: Neural networks create a form of 

connectionism this is also applicable in IR. IR purposes each 

key term can be associated with an input neuron and each 

document with an output neuron. A query is presented to the 

network by activating the neurons which are associated with 

the desired key terms. 

 

c)  Natural Language Processing: 

NLP is one of the o ldest and most difficult p roblems in the 

field of artificial intelligence. Text and data mining approach 

has been used in Natural language processing to overcome 

the difficu lties with the codes, keywords and search 

techniques involved in  knowledge or pattern discovery. The 

output of this min ing process helps analyst to discover the 

trends and new occurrences in the data available. Many TM 

algorithms have been developed to maintain the text sources 

of bilingual corpus or multi lingual corpus. The general goal 

of NLP is to achieve a better understanding of natural 

language by use of computers [11]. Others include also the 

employment of simple and durable techniques for the fast 

processing of text, as they are presented e.g. in [12]. The 

range of the assigned techniques reaches from the simple 

man ipulation of strings to the automatic processing of natural 

language inquiries. 

 

In addition, linguistic analysis techniques are used among 

other things for the processing of text. It is the analysis of 

human language so that computers can understand natural 

languages as humans do. Although this goal is still some way 

off, NLP can perform some types of analysis with a high 

degree of success. Shallow parsers identify only the main 

grammatical elements in a sentence, such as noun phrases 

and verb phrases, whereas deep parsers generate a complete 

representation of the grammatical structure of a sentence. The 

role of NLP in text min ing is to provide the systems in the 

informat ion extraction phase with linguistic data that they 

need to perform their task. Often this is done by annotating 

documents with information like sentence boundaries, part-

of-speech tags, parsing results, which can then be read by the 

information extraction tools. 

 

Natural Language processing, Text min ing and Machine 

learning methods can be applied for mining of interesting 

data available on line for example gene ontology or protein   

function mapping using certain tools. For example Rapier 

and Tagging process is done through for certain Biomedical 

corpus available. Rapier is a machine learning tool that learns 

informat ion extract ion rules from a set of documents and 

associated templates. This form of representation is grammar 

rule induction. The Rapier works on tagged documents 

directly instead of templates. We ran this instance of Rapier 

on our manually tagged training corpus to produce a set of 

grammar rules [13]. 

 

d) Information Extraction: 

IE is the process of mechanically obtaining structured data 

from an unstructured natural language document. Often this 

involves defining the general fo rm of the information that we 

are interested in as one or more templates, which  are then 

used to guide the extract ion process. IE systems rely heavily 

on the data generated by NLP systems [14]. A starting point 

for computers to examine unstructured text is to use 

informat ion extraction. Information extraction software 

identifies key phrases and relationships within text. The 

software infers the relations between all the identified  people, 

places, and time to deliver the user with significant 

informat ion. This technology can be very helpful when 

dealing with large volumes of text. Trad itional data mining 

assumes that the informat ion to be “mined” is previously in 

the form of a relat ional database. Unfortunately, for many 

applications, electronic information is only obtainable in the 

form of free natural language documents rather than 

structured databases. Since IE addresses the difficulty of 

transforming a corpus of textual documents into a ext ra 

structured database, the database constructed by an IE 

module can be provided to the KDD module for advance 

mining of knowledge as illustrated in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Information Extraction Modules  

e) Topic Tracking: 

A topic tracking system mechanism by custody of user 

profiles and, based on the documents the user views, guess 

other documents of interest to the user. Yahoo offers a free 

topic tracking tool (www.alerts.yahoo.com) that allows users 

to choose keywords and notifies them when news relat ing to 

those topics becomes available. Topic tracking technology 

does have limitations, however. For example, if a user sets up 

an alert for “text  mining”, user will receive several news 

stories on mining for minerals, and very few that are actually 

on text min ing. Some of the better text min ing tools let users 

select particular categories of interest or the software 

automatically can even infer the user’s interests based on 

his/her reading history and click-through informat ion. There 

are many areas where topic tracking can be applied in 

industry. It can be used to alert companies anytime a 

competitor is in the news. Th is allows them to keep up with 

competitive products or changes in the market. Similarly, 

businesses might want to track news on  their own company 

and products. It could also be used in the medical industry by 

doctors and other people looking for new treatments for 

illnesses and who wish to keep up on the latest 

advancements. Individuals in  the field of education could 

also use topic tracking to be sure they have the latest 

references for research in their area of interest [15]. 

 

Keywords are a set of significant words in an art icle that 

gives high-level description of its contents to readers. 

Identifying keywords from a large amount of on-line news 

data is very useful in that it can produce a short summary of 

news articles. As on-line text documents rapidly increase in 

size with the growth of WWW, keyword extraction [16] has 

become a basis of several text min ing applications such as 

search engine, text categorization, summarizat ion, and topic 

detection. Manual keyword ext raction is an ext remely 

difficult and time consuming task; in fact, it is almost 

impossible to extract keywords manually in case of news 

articles published in a single day due to their volume. For a 

rapid use of keywords, we need to establish an automated 

process that extracts keywords from news articles.  

 

The architecture of keyword  extract ion system is presented in 

figure 3. HTML news pages are gathered from a Internet 

portal site. And candidate keywords are extracted throw 

keyword ext raction module. And finally keywords are 

extracted by cross-domain comparison module. Keyword 

extraction module is described in detail. We make tables for 

‘document’, ‘dictionary’, ‘term occur fact’ and ‘TFIDF 

weight’ in relat ional database. At first the downloaded news 

documents are stored in ‘Document’ table and nouns are 

extracted from the documents in ‘Document table. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: The architecture of keyword extraction system 

 

Then the facts which words are appeared in documents are 

updated to ‘Term occur fact’ table. Next , TF-IDF weights for 

each word are calcu lated using ‘Term occur fact’ table and 

the result are updated to ‘TF-IDF weight’ table. Finally, 

using ‘TF-IDF weight’ table, ‘Candidate keyword list’ for 

each news domain with words is ranked h igh. Keyword 

extraction module is given in figure 4. 
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Figure 4: Keyword extraction module 

 

Lexical chaining [17] is a method of grouping lexically 

related terms into so called lexical chains. Topic tracking 

involves tracking a given news event in a stream of news 

stories i.e. finding all the subsequent stories in the news 

stream. In multi vector topic tracking system proper names, 

locations and normal terms are extracted into distinct sub 

vectors of document representation. Measuring the similarity 

of two documents is conducted by comparing two sub-

vectors at a time. Numbers of features that affect the 

performance of topic tracking system are analyzed. First 

choice is to choose one characteristic, such as the choice of 

words, words or phrases such as string as a feature in this 

term to make features as an example [18]. 

 

f) Text summarization: 

  

Text summarization is immensely helpful for t rying to figure 

out whether or not a lengthy document meets the user’s needs 

and is worth reading for further informat ion. With large texts, 

text  summarizat ion software processes and summarizes the 

document in the time it would take the user to read the first 

paragraph. The key to summarizat ion is to reduce the length 

and detail of a document while retaining its main points and 

overall meaning. The challenge is that, although computers 

are able to identify  people, places, and time, it is still d ifficu lt 

to teach software to analyze semantics and to interpret 

meaning. Generally, when humans summarize text, we read 

the entire selection to develop a full understanding, and then 

write a summary h ighlighting its main points. Since 

computers do not yet have the language capabilit ies of 

humans, alternative methods must be considered. One of the 

strategies most widely used by text summarization tools, 

sentence extraction, extracts important sentences from an 

article by statistically weighting the sentences. Further 

heuristics such as position information are also used for 

summarization [19]. 

 

For example, summarization tools may extract  the sentences 

which follow the key phrase “in conclusion”, after which 

typically lie  the main points of the document. Summarization 

tools may also search for headings and other markers of 

subtopics in order to identify the key points of a document. 

Microsoft Word’s AutoSummarize function is a simple 

example of text summarizat ion. Many text summarization 

tools allow the user to choose the percentage of the total text 

they want extracted as a summary. Summarization can work 

with topic tracking tools or categorizat ion tools in order to 

summarize the documents that are retrieved on a part icular 

topic. If organizations, medical personnel, or other 

researchers were given hundreds of documents that addressed 

their topic of interest, then summarizat ion tools could be used 

to reduce the time spent sorting through the material. 

Individuals would be ab le to more quickly assess the 

relevance of the information to the topic they are interested 

in.  

 

The methods of summarizat ion can be classified, in terms of 

the level in the linguistic space, in two broad groups: [20] 

 

(a) Shallow approaches, which are restricted to the 

syntactic level of representation and try to extract 

salient parts of the text in a convenient way. 

(b) Deeper approaches, which assume semantics 

level of representation of the original text  and 

involve linguistic processing at some level.  

 

In the approaches the aim of the preprocessing step is to 

reduce the dimensionality of the representation space, and it 

normally includes: 

 

(i) Stop-word elimination : common words with no 

semantics and which  do not aggregate relevant 

information to the task (e.g., “the”, “a”) are eliminated  
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(ii) Case fold ing: consists of converting all the characters 

to the same kind of letter case - either upper case or 

lower case 

(iii) Stemming: syntactically-similar words, such as 

plurals, verbal variat ions, etc. are considered similar; 

the purpose of this procedure is to obtain the stem or 

radix of each word, which emphasize its semantics. 

 

Text summarizat ion involves various methods that employ 

text categorizat ion, such as neural networks, decision trees, 

semantic graphs, regression models, fuzzy logic and swarm 

intelligence. However, all of these methods have a common 

problem, that is, the quality of the development of classifiers 

is variab le and h ighly dependent on the type of text  being 

summarized [21].   

 

g) Text Categorization:  

 

Categorization engages identifying the main  themes of a 

document by placing the document into a pre-defined set of 

topics. When categorizing a document, a computer program 

will o ften delight the document as a “bag of words.”Rather, 

categorization only calculates words that emerge and, from 

the counts, identifies the main topics that the document 

covers. Categorization often relies on a vocabulary for which 

topics are predefined, and relat ionships are recognized by 

looking for b road terms, narrower terms, synonyms, and 

related terms. Categorization utensils normally have a 

technique for grade the documents in order of which 

documents have the most content on a specific topic. As with 

summarization, categorization can be used with topic 

tracking  to further specify the relevance of a document to  a 

person seeking information on a topic. The documents 

returned from topic tracking could be ranked by content 

weights so that individuals could give priority to the most 

relevant documents first. Categorization can  be used in  a 

number o f application domains. Many businesses and 

industries provide customer support or have to answer 

questions on a variety of topics from their customers. If they 

can use categorization schemes to classify the documents by 

topic, then customers or end users will be able to access the 

informat ion they seek much more readily. The goal of text  

categorization is to classify a set of documents into a fixed 

number o f predefined categories. Each document may belong 

to more than one class [22]. 

 

Text categorization is a kind of “supervised” learning where 

the categories are known in advance and firm in progress for 

each training document. Then, its key pro jected utilize was 

for indexing scientific literature by means of controlled 

words [23]. Categorization is the assignment of normal 

language documents to predefined set of topics according to 

their content. It is a collection of text documents, the process 

of finding the accurate topic or topics for each document. 

Nowadays automated text categorization is applied in  a 

variety of contexts from the classical automatic or 

semiautomatic indexing of texts to personalized commercials 

delivery, spam filtering, and categorization of Web page 

under hierarchical catalogues, automatic metadata generation, 

and detection of text genre, topic tracking and many others 

[24].  

 

Using supervised learning algorithms [25], the objective is to 

learn classifiers from known examples (labeled documents) 

and perform the classificat ion automatically  on unknown 

examples (unlabeled documents). Figure.8 shows the overall 

flow diagram of the text categorization task. Consider a set of 

labeled documents from a source D = [d1,d2,….dn] 

belonging to a set of classes C = [c1,c2,…,cp]. The text  

categorization task is to train the classifier using these 

documents, and assign categories to new documents. In the 

training phase, the n documents are arranged in p  separate 

folders, where each folder corresponds to one class. In the 

next step, the training data set is prepared via a feature 

selection process. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Flow Diagram of Text Categorization. 
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Text data typically consists of strings of characters, which are 

transformed into a representation suitable for learning. It  is 

observed from previous research that words work well as 

features for many text  categorization tasks. In the feature 

space representation, the sequences of characters of text 

documents are represented as sequence of words. Feature 

selection involves tokenizing the text, indexing and feature 

space reduction. Text can be tokenized using term frequency 

(TF), inverse document frequency (IDF), term frequency 

inverse document frequency (TFIDF) or using binary 

representation. Using these representations the global feature 

space is determined from entire training document collect ion. 

In text manifo ld [26] categorization method, the text 

documents are treated as vectors in an n-d imensional space, 

where every d imension corresponds to a term. Then the 

metrics such as the cosine of the angle between two 

documents can be defined. However this space may be 

intrinsically located on the low dimensional manifo ld. The 

metric therefore should be defined according to the properties 

of manifo ld so as to improve the text categorization 

furthermore. The whole process is illustrated as Figure 6. 

 

 

 
Figure 6: Text Categorization Process  

 

h) Clustering: 

 

Clustering is a technique used to group similar documents, 

but it differs from categorization in that documents are 

clustered on the fly instead of through the use of predefined 

topics.    Its aim is to find intrinsic structures in informat ion, 

and arrange them into significant subgroups for further study 

and analysis. It is an unsupervised process through which 

objects are classified into groups called clusters. The problem 

is to group the given unlabeled collection into meaningful 

clusters without any prior informat ion. Any labels associated 

with objects are obtained solely from the data. For example, 

document clustering assists in retrieval by creating links 

between related documents, which in  turn allows related 

documents to be retrieved once one of the documents has 

been deemed relevant to a query. Document clustering has 

been studied intensively because of its wide application in 

areas such as Web Mining, Search Engine and Information 

Retrieval. Document clustering is the automatic organization 

of documents into clusters or groups, so that, documents 

within a cluster have high similarity in comparison to one 

another, but are very dissimilar to documents in other clusters 

[27]. Clustering is useful in many application areas such as 

biology, data mining, pattern recognition, document retrieval, 

image segmentation, pattern classification, security, business 

intelligence and Web search. Cluster analysis can be used as 

a standalone text min ing tool to achieve data distribution, or 

as a pre-processing step for other text mining algorithms 

operating on the detected clusters. 

 

i) Concept Linkage: 

 

Concept linkage tools attach related documents by 

identifying their commonly-shared idea and help users find 

informat ion that they perhaps wouldn’t have establish using 

conventional searching methods. It promotes browsing for 

informat ion rather than searching for it. This mechanism 

browses documents instead of search. It offers the facility to 

link related documents. This technique is useful in many 

areas such as medical fie ld to find documents related to 

diseases and treatment so that it helps to doctor very 

efficiently. Government also uses concept linkage for 

criminal records with previous records for getting idea about 

criminal and its relationship [28]. Concept linkage is a 

valuable idea in text  mining, especially in the b iomedical 

fields where so much study has been done that it is 

impossible for researchers to read all the material and make 

organizations to other research. Ideally, concept linking 

software can identify links between diseases and treatments 

when humans cannot. For example, a  text min ing software 

solution may easily identify a link between  topics X and Y, 

and Y and Z, which are well-known relations. But the text 

mining tool could also detect a potential link between X and 

Z, something that a human researcher has not come across 

yet because of the large volume of in formation s/he would 

have to sort through to make the connection [29].  

  

j) Information Visualization: 
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Visual text min ing is a  simple searching for ext racting the 

patterns. Visual text min ing, or in formation visualizat ion, 

puts large textual sources in a visual hierarchy or map and 

provides browsing capabilit ies and simple searching. Tools 

of Visual text  min ing helps to user can interact with the 

document map by zooming, scaling, and creating sub-maps. 

Information visualization is useful when a user needs to 

narrow down a broad range of documents and explore related 

topics. The government can use information v isualization to 

identify terrorist networks or to find informat ion about 

crimes that may  have been previously thought unconnected. 

It could provide them, with a map of possible relat ionships 

between suspicious activities so that they can investigate 

connections that they would not have come up with on their 

own [30].  

 

The goal of informat ion visualization, the construction may 

be conducted into three steps: 

 Data preparation: i.e. determine and acquire 

original data of visualizat ion and form orig inal data 

space. 

 Data analysis and extraction: i.e. analyze and 

extract visualizat ion data needed from original data 

and form visualization data space. 

 Visualization mapping: i.e. employ certain 

mapping algorithm to map visualization data space 

to visualization target. 

 

InforVisModel tools divide the construction into five steps: 

 

 Information collection: to collect information 

resources needed from databases or WWW. 

 Information indexing : to index collected information 

resources to form original data sources. 

 Information  retrieval: to query informat ion lists in 

conformity to result from original data sources 

according to the need of retrieval. 

 Generation of visualization data: to transform data 

in the retrieved results into visualization data. 

 Display of visualizat ion interface: to map 

visualizat ion data to visualization target and display 

them on visualization interface [31].  

 

k) Question Answering: 

 

Another application area of natural language processing is 

natural language queries, or question answering (Q&A), 

which deals with how to find the best answer to a given 

question. Many websites that are equipped with question 

answering technology, allow end users to “ask” the computer 

a question and be given an answer. Q&A can  utilize multip le 

text  mining techniques. For example, it  can use information 

extraction to ext ract entities such as people, places, events; or 

question categorizat ion to assign questions into known types 

(who, where, when, how, etc.). In addit ion to web 

applications, companies can use Q&A techniques internally 

for employees who are searching for answers to common 

questions. The education and medical areas may also find 

uses for Q&A in areas where there are frequently asked 

questions that people wish to search. 

 
Figure 7: Architecture of Question answering system 

 

Figure 7 shows the architecture of question answering system 

[32]. The system takes in a natural language (NL) question in 

English from the user. This question is then passed to a Part-

of-Speech (POS) tagger which parses the question and 

identifies POS of every  wo rd involved in the question. This 

tagged question is then used by the query generators which 

generate different types of queries, which can be passed to a 

search engine. These queries are then executed by a search 

engine in parallel. The search engine provides the documents 

which are likely to have the answers we are looking for. 

These documents are checked  for this by  the answer 

extractor. Snippet Extractor extracts snippets which contain 

the query phrases/words from the documents. These snippets 

are passed to the ranker which sorts them according to the 

ranking algorithm. 
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III. CONCLUSION  

Text mining is a young interdisciplinary p laying field which 

draws on informat ion retrieval, data min ing, machine 

learning, statistics and computational linguistics. Text 

Mining can be defined as a technique which is used to extract 

interesting information or knowledge from the text 

documents which are usually in the unstructured form. 

Various techniques for efficiently  performing  text  mining are 

discussed in this paper. So in this paper, our focus is basically 

on how text is to be mined. We have also discussed process 

of text mining and its applications. 
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